'How’s the wife?’: Pragmatic reasoning and social indexicality in spousal reference

Building on e.g. Davis & Potts (2010), Acton (2014, 2019) demonstrates that certain expressions’ social meaning can largely be derived pragmatically from their semantic meanings. At the same time, Acton suggests that the full social meaning of a particular expression in a particular context cannot be predicted from semantic content alone, but will also depend crucially on social considerations. Examining reactions to various spouse-referring expressions (‘the/my/your/his/her wife/husband’), the present work demonstrates this precise dynamic—in this case, underscoring the essential role of the indexical associations and socio-cultural context of gendered expressions in those expressions’ social meanings.

Following Acton (2019), we predict via pragmatic reasoning over semantic meanings that using the rather than a possessive pronoun in spousal reference will tend to indicate: (i) an attempt to assert/foster shared perspective between interlocutors; and/or (ii) noteworthy distance between the speaker and their spouse. Concerning (i), the gives fewer clues about the referent’s identity, thus requiring the addressee to rely on their common ground with the speaker in securing reference. And while possessive pronouns place the referent in metaphorical proximity to some discourse participant/referent, the allows for the referent to be ‘equidistant’ from both interlocutors. In essence, using the suggests, ‘We have rich common ground, and are similarly positioned vis-à-vis our discourse referents’. Effect (ii) depends on the same basic semantic contrasts. E.g. my foregrounds the speaker’s relationship to the referent, whereas the is silent on the matter. Furthermore, using the rather than your or his/her/their may be interpreted as projecting one’s relation to one’s own spouse onto another couple’s relationship.

We tested these predictions via a matched-guise style experiment (Lambert et al, 1960), using a 2x2x3 research design (the/possessive, wife/husband, 1st-3rd person). 200 U.K. participants read 4 test dialogues with the same first utterance, but with the second utterance varying by carrier sentence, determiner, person, and spousal gender.

(1) A: Shall we go for drinks with Sam and Alex on Friday?
   B: Sounds good, I/you/Sam should ask the/my/your/his/her wife/husband
      if she/he wants to come

The speaker of each dialogue’s second utterance were rated on eight distinct 1-6 scales (Fig.1). Participants’ demographic information was also collected (e.g. gender, age, marital status).

Our findings support our pragmatically derived predictions. Employing Principal Component Analysis, we find that the-users are rated higher on ‘extrovert’ and lower on ‘cool’—suggesting a speaker who tries, perhaps too hard, to assert/foster solidarity—and lower on ‘is close to their spouse’. Crucially, however, these effects are stronger for ‘the wife’ than for ‘the husband’ (Fig.2, 3). We submit that this difference stems from the indexical baggage of ‘the wife’ and the culture-specific nature of gender, which models based on semantics alone cannot access. Preliminary analysis of participants’ demographics also indicates that these effects are age-dependent, with younger participants showing significantly greater dispreference for ‘the wife’ (Fig.4).

Thus, although semantics-based pragmatics offers principled predictions, it is insufficient for fully understanding these expressions’ social meanings. One must further situate such predictions in the particular socio-cultural context in which the expressions occur.
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